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Immaterial Dream
Progetto di MAC STOPA - MASSIVE DESIGN

Il press office era composto dalla stanza blu
della reception e da quella gialla della lounge a essa
contigua. Per l’allestimento, Mac Stopa ha progettato
sia la moquette (M2 Carpets) che la carta da parati
(A.S. Création Tapeten). Le stanze sono state arredate
con le sedie e i tavoli Tauko e i premiati pouf Tapa,
prodotti da Nowy Styl Group. Il bancone
della reception e il bar sono stati realizzati da Casali;
i grandi monitor Panasonic hanno completato
l’equipaggiamento della lounge. Illuminazione
di Luceplan. Foto Saverio Lombardi Vallauri
e Paolo Consaga

140 giugno 2017 INTERNI

“Il design parte dal sogno di nuove tecnologie e materiali che si concretizza grazie

all’implementazione dei processi tecnologici. L’installazione per il press office, Immaterial Dream,
racconta questa evoluzione. Nella fase progettuale ricorro a elementi immateriali quali la luce,
la realtà virtuale basata sulla grafica 3d e immagini riflesse che trasporto in geometrie reali, come
i miei arredi modulari Tapa pouf e Tauko table (per Nowy Styl Group). La mostra-evento di Interni
è di fatto un design hub che ogni anno consente l’integrazione del sogno immateriale del design
con l’industria che è 100% materiale, ispirando lo sviluppo tecnologico”.
Mac Stopa, architetto
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Best in Show - Ceramics of Brasil”; “Jóias Do Brasil” on the world of jewelry. The
e Alessandro
architect Vivian Coser designed the loungeFrancesco
area. The entrance
to the exhibition
Mendini
facing page, below) reproduced the arches
and decorations of the Palácio da
Alvorada by Oscar Niemeyer in Brasilia.

P130. TOO GOOD TO WASTE

project by BENEDETTA TAGLIABUE - EMBT
with AHEC - AMERICAN HARDWOOD EXPORT COUNCIL
We invented a story about how a seldom considered kind of wood can
be transformed into something wonderful. These temporary works let
architects conduct research, because their role increasingly lies in experimentation with different areas of design, putting together knowledgePaolo
from aCastagna
wide range of sectors. For example, to construct an imperfect piece of furniture – a characteristic of the installation – was a big
challenge for Benchmark. The imperfection becomes even more interesting because it is contrasted with the perfection of the architecture
of Filarete. In the installation there are pieces of furniture that can be
moved, or on which to sit to relax a while. It is a new gathering place and
an original work of architecture.”
Benedetta Tagliabue, architect

I protagonisti

CAPTION: The installation by Benedetta Tagliabue was composed of a series of
precise interventions that framed the portals of the hall of the auditorium. They
were made with scrap materials from the working of American hardwoods,
promoted by AHEC - American Hardwood Export Council, which are rarely
used in European furnishings. The chromatic and textural variety of the different
species – red oak, soft maple, cherry and tulipwood – became an aesthetic
feature of the furnishings, made by the English company Benchmark.
Furnishings to be discovered, amidst reflecting surfaces, seats and tables to
push, pull and position.

Ludovica Diligu

is the territory in which we live. Because the big task of architecture is to
underwrite a new contract between all life forms.” Italo Rota, architect
CAPTION: A metal tent suspended on wooden trusses, made by MR and
positioned under the porticoes of the Cortile d’Onore, suggested multiple
interpretations. On the one hand, the lightness and temporary character
connected with the typology contrasted with the sturdy, fixed nature of its
constituent materials; on the other, the archetypal nature of the tent suggested
the theme of the origin of architecture. Not by chance, the laser incisions on the
metal were based on the Essai sur l’architecture by Marc-Antoine Laugier (1753).
The tent is part of the permanent collection of the Milan Triennale.

P133. EGO BLACK ALL

Ricardo Antonio

project by MARCO ROSSI and ROBERTO PIASCO
with EGO
Patricia Viel
“The dichotomy between
material Citterio
and immaterial, tangible and abstract,
e Antonio
is the most evident characteristic of the human being. In recent years
a new dimension, that of virtual reality, which is almost
an oxymoron, has come
into play. Our project rebels
against this condition. It is
a representation of the dualism between private and
non-private, personal and
public. The egg is the perfect
synthesis of the tangibility of
the object and the immaterial
nature of the content: information, DNA. Ego is the safest material place in which to
protect the information. And the metal frame, the cage of the installation, protects the egg.”
Marco Rossi, founder of EGO, Roberto Piasco, designer

Università degli Studi di Milano

P131. FLAT BAMBOO SHIMANE

project by TOSHIYUKI KITA
with SHUKOH
Bamboo has always been used. It grows fast and straight, is very strong,
a natural resource of great material and immaterial potential. Nature
combined with technology can generate a material with which to improve everyday life with functional quality, safety and respect for the
environment, looking towards the future. The task of the designer is to
bring out the value of the specific history and culture of a company, understanding and respecting its identity, enhancing the style of its products. The Interni event offers dreams and hopes
to many
people, and in
Simone
Micheli
the future it will continue to play an important role in the evolution of
design.” Toshiyuki Kita, designer

CAPTION: In the Cortile d’Onore Toshiyuki Kita presented a series of
furnishings – a stool, a chair with back, a table and a low table – made with flat
bamboo, obtained with a new technique that presses and flattens the curved
surface of the plant. The technology (patent pending) has been developed by the
Japanese company Shukoh and makes it possible to create elements with a
width of 70-100 mm, and a length up to 2 m. Photo Matteo Cirenei

Massimo Iosa Ghini

P132. A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME,
A HOME IS NOT A HOUSE

project by ITALO ROTA
with MR
The installation narrates the foundation act of architecture. It is a tent
nside a basic house, agiorni
sort of Noah’s ark. It is made with old wooden
beams found in a warehouse and sheets of reflecting steel perforated
by hand with a laser, usedsedi
like a sort of big pencil. MR is a place where
material is processed: wood and steel. The
first ‘technology’
Benedetta
Tagliabueto demand
of a company is whether it respects environmental regulations, not just
those of humans but also those of the inanimate tectonic world, which
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CAPTION: Under the porticoes of the Cortile d’Onore, a metal cage displayed
and isolated Ego, an innovative technological device in aluminium with the form
of an egg for the storage and protection of digital data. The specimen on view
was custom-made with a special absolute black finish that absorbs almost all
light waves. The installation also included light sources by Tala.
Photo Matteo Cirenei

P134. FABRIC-ACTION,
VALNERINA EXPERIENCE

Luca Trazzi

Michele
De Lucchiwith the Museum of Hemp
developed by
POLIFACTORY
of Sant’Anatolia di Narco and Ghénos Communication
supported by UMBRIA REGION,
FONDAZIONE POLITECNICO DI MILANO
installazioni
“Fabric-Action is part of the project Valnerina
Experience, which promotes activities of research and development on the economic future of
the areas recently damaged by the earthquake,
through very concrete
mostre
projects of material experimentation. Fabric-Action gives a traditional
material like hemp new meanings in relation to advanced digital fabricaconferenze
tion and the world of makerspaces and open
innovation.”
Stefano Maffei, director of Polifactory
“The Museum of Hemp has been the counterpart
for guidance to gain
concerti
knowledge of this material, which has been transformed in terms of
ideas and uses: from construction to architecture, design to nutrition.”
Glenda Giampaoli, director of the Museum of Hemp
“To react to the emergency it is important to apply design, renewing the
products of the territory.” Giovanni Tarpani, director of institutional
Foto Saverio Lombardi Vallauri,
marketing, Umbria Region

Ron Arad
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Mattia Campo, Ludovica Mangini

CAPTION: Under the porticoes of the Cortile d’Onore, eleven prototypes
illustrated unexpected uses for hemp: from music to furniture design, industrial
design to nutrition. The projects exploited the antibacterial, mechanical and
sound absorbing properties of the material, as well as creating new biomass
compounds. The initiative organized by the Umbria Region and Fondazione
Politecnico di Milano was implemented by Polifactory, the makerspace of the
Milan Polytechnic, with the consulting of the Museum of Hemp of
Sant’Anatolia di Narco (PG). With the support of Design Lab System –
Department of Design of the Milan Polytechnic, and CMF Greentech.
Photo Saverio Lombardi Vallauri

P135. PLEASURE-LAB ACQUAPURA

project by RICARDO ANTONIO
with PLEASURE-LAB
The theme Material Immaterial fits perfectly with our laboratory that
focuses on the immaterial qualities of objects. Acquapura is the result
of the third research project on the tropical vernacular, seeking simple
solutions and discovering the local tradition. It is a clay filter, made by
hand, with a background in the culture of the native populations of
South America. It keeps water fresh, purifying it, and thanks to contact
with the clay the qualities of pure spring water are restored. This project
goes against the trend of entire automation in industry 4.0, and recovers
the immaterial values intrinsic to design products.”
Agniya
Sterligova
Ricardo
Antonio,
designer and director of Pleasure-Lab
e Sergei Tchoban

CAPTION: The installation, beneath the porticoes of the Cortile d’Onore,
illustrated a particular clay filter for water that takes its cue from the crafts
tradition and the vernacular culture of the inland regions of Brazil. A creation of
Pleasure-Lab (Ergonomics of Pleasure Research Laboratory), Josè
whichRoberto
promotes
do Valle
research on the “ergonomics of pleasure,” i.e. design guided byMoreira
the immaterial
qualities of objects. Photo Matteo Cirenei

P136. SOLE DI NOTTE

project by CASTAGNARAVELLI and Filippo Ghislieri Marazzi
with AZUL ITALIA
“We thought about something very heavy, a blue marble that looks like
the sky, in contrast with a hot-air balloon that symbolically raises the
Jacopo irony,
Foggini
block. The designer can have the role of a critic, also through
of
Marco
Rossi with virtuous or transgressive atthe society, proposing new
concepts
titudes, as long as fun and beauty are part of the equation.”
Paolo Castagna, theater director
CAPTION: The installation designed by Paolo Castagna and Gianni Ravelli was
composed of slabs of Azul marble supplied by Azul Italia, and a hot-air balloon
with a diameter of 7 meters, floating 10 meters above the surface of the Cortile
d’Onore, and containing lighting fixtures that turned on at dusk.

LE GIGANTESSE

project by LUDOVICA DILIGU,
Michelangelo Mazzari and Simona Stortone
with LABO.ART
“Material Immaterial was an opportunity for designers to give their
ideas material form, leaving room for observers to interpret them in
their own way. The Giantesses are four large garments on a sculpture
in polystyrene; they take the place of the pilaster strips of the arcades,
putting the
accentGiampaoli
on the classical origin of the architectural space that
Glenda
contains them.”
Ludovica Diligu, fashion designer
co-producer

1
26 aziende
3 istituzioni

CAPTION: Above and right, on a scale of 2:1 with respect to the original
garments, The Giantesses covered the pilasters strips of the portals of the
Scaloni d’Onore. They reproduced the Matrigna jersey dress, a milestone in the
Labo.Art archives, dyed in shades of royal blue and lemon, and with a large
train across the steps. Photo Matteo Cirenei

Xxxxxxx
P137. DESIGN
FANTASY

CAPTION: Clockwise from upper left: the Sardine tables by Michelangelo
Kitaand
Giombini for MR; the luminous installation Bubble Gum Toshiyuki
by Carla Milesi
Maria Grazia Rosin, composed of modules in green cement andXxxxxxx
iridescent
blown glass; the Brilli chandeliers by Jacopo Foggini in the portico of the Cortile
d’Onore; the installation Sonic Pendulum of Audi, based on the large installation
of the same name by Yuri Suzuki at Corso Venezia 11; the illy cafe with the motif
that decorates the cups of the illy Art Collection series by Ron Arad.
Photo Matteo Cirenei

P138. OUTDOOR DECOR

CAPTION: pag. 138 Right, chairs and benches of the Guard Rail project by the
Brazilian artist and designer Alê Jordão, made by recycling metal traffic
barriers. Below, by Qeeboo, the Kong floor lamps in polyethylene with adjustable
arms, designed by Stefano Giovannoni, and Mexico, seats with relief decorations
by Studio Job. Above, by Magis, the Dodo rocking bird designed by Oiva Toikka
for the Me Too collection, produced in rotomolded polyethylene. Left, by Emu, the
Vetta cot designed by Chiaramonte/Marin. Photo Saverio Lombardi Vallauri.
pag. 139 Left, from Royal Botania, the Vigor Lounge daybed and the Nara
bench with low table, accompanied by the Palma umbrella featuring an
innovative opening system. Lower left, from Plust, the Bold seating family,
featuring ample pieces complete with a system of cushions. Design Giulio
Iacchetti. Photo Saverio Lombardi Vallauri. Right, the Omino illustrative totems
used in all the locations of the exhibition Interni Material Immaterial were
designed by Mario Milana and produced by East End Studios. Photo Saverio
Lombardi Vallauri
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P140. IMMATERIAL DREAM

project by MAC STOPA - MASSIVE DESIGN
“Design starts from the dream of new technologies and materials, taking concrete form thanks to the implementation of technological processes. The installation for the press office, Immaterial Dream, narrates
this evolution. In the design
phase I make use of immaterial elements like light, virtual
reality based on 3D graphics,
and reflected images which
I transport into real geometric forms, like my modular
furnishings, the Tapa ottoItalo Rota
Palmeri
man and the Lorenzo
Tauko table
(for Nowy Styl Group). The
exhibition-event of Interni
is actually a design hub that
permits, each year, the integration of the immaterial dream of design with industry that is 100%
material, triggering technological growth.” Mac Stopa, architect

560 articoli pubblicati
su stampa e web in Italia
30 servizi e passaggi

CAPTION: The press office was composed of the blue room of the reception and
the yellow room of the adjacent lounge. For the setting, Mac Stopa designed
both the carpeting (M2 Carpets) and the wallpaper (A.S. Création Tapeten).
The spaces were furnished with the Tauko chairs and tables and the awarewinning Tapa ottoman, produced by Nowy Styl Group. The reception counter
and bar were made by Casali; the large Panasonic monitors completed the
outfitting of the lounge. Lighting by Luceplan. Photo Saverio Lombardi Vallauri
and Paolo Consaga

su radio-tv

P142. MICKEY MOUSE ART SHOW

CAPTION: On the evening of 4 April, the Cortile d’Onore of Università degli Studi
hosted a Disney performance featuring Corinne Sutter, a Swiss artist famous for
Le video-interviste ai protagonisti
her original painting techniques. Corinne, presented by Caterina Balivo to a
di Material Immaterial sono visibili
Yangcreated
Dongjiang
curious audience,
portraits of Mickey Mouse, the universal Disney
sul sito di Interni, nella sezione
character, using an upside-down painting technique (when the work is turned
News>Video
(http://www.
over it reveals a surprising second image). Photo
Ludovica Mangini
internimagazine.it/video/)
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